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Campbell:
'Don't throw away nuclear option9
"Each nuclear power plant produces
about 25,000 barrels of oil a day equivalent
in energy. We have 72 of them; it doesn't
take a genius to know we'd need to have almost 2,000,000 more barrels of oil a day to
take their place. If we build some more,
responsibly, we can probably begin to take
some pressure off of the petroleum products
usage in the country."
This observation, from South Carolina
Fourth District Congressman Carroll Campbell (Rep.), came during the course of an
interview conducted by one of The Johnsonian's contributing editors, Bruce McDaniel. The gist of this interview is presented
below:
1
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TJ: What .do yoif'think about Governor
Riley's recent declaration that he will not
allow any new. diversions of high level radioactive wastes to our Barnwell Plant?
Campbell: "I think that absolutely correct. I don't think we should be taking up
the slack in this. The government has an obligation to solve the problem of waste
storage as a final solution."
TJ: How do you think this could be
done?
Campbell: "The only reason that we
happen to have so much waste today is because we stopped the nuclear program right
in the middle. We don't re-cycle and we
don't go through a breeder reactor program
at all. The Barnwell Plant was originally going to be used to re-cycle. I think that we
need to address the whole problem, and I
firmly believe that we should go through
re-cycling and have a commitment from the
government for a permanent storage site
underground, either out in the state of
Washington, on the federal reservation out
there, which is massive, or under New Mexico in one of the cavern sites we've looked
at. I believe that we should solve 'he final
problem, but I don't think we should throw
our nuclear option away by any means."
TJ: We always hear that President Carter
can't get any of his proposals passed because he doesn't have a good relationship
with the legislature. What do you think is
the reason for this?
Campbell: "Because he came into office
as an adversary. Instead of attempting to
cultivate and work with people, he came in
opposing and kicking the Congress. It': very
difficult to lead your enemies, you know.
Sometimes you can lead your friends, but
he didn't establish any relationships. He lost
support because he constantly tried to pit
the American public against the Congress to
further his own public image and abilities,
and he has never been able to regain it."
TJ: And you personally dont think that
Carter stands much of a chance at reelection?
Campbell: "I wouldn't sell him short.
He's a good campaigner. The people of the
country still think that he's a very fine,
moral man. They believe in his personal
qualities. They fault him for leadership,
they fault him for his ability to get things
accomplished, but they don't fault him personally. Carter's going to be tough. He's not
going to roll over and play dead like the

else. Very few people realize the cost of
Kennedy people thought he would. They
living in W*shington. The average home
thought they could bluff him out, and
within 10 r/.iles of Washington will start at
they'll never do it. It's very possible that he
about $1-5'.i,000, and that's for a small, 3could retain the nomination. Either way, I
bedroom home that would sell here for
think that there's a distinct possibility that
$3540,000. It's a very expensive place to
we could have a change in the White House,
try
to live.
either in individuals or in parties.
TJ: What would you say has been your
TJ: The House doesn't get a chance to degreatest achievement as Congressman for
liberate on S.A.L.T., but what do you think
your district and the state during the past
about S.A.L.T. H?
year? ,
Campbell: "Well, I'm not satisfied with
Campbell: "That's kind of hard to say.
the fact thkt we counted our B-52's 100% in
I've helped get through legislation to save
Salt II, because half of our B-52's are scrapthe Southern Crescent, the train, for the disped now for parts, and we even counted
trict. I've been very active in legislation, not
those as part of our bombers. The other
necessarily pertaining to the district, but to
thing that bothers me is the fact that I'm
the nation, in the elecfl"^ ' iws. I've helped
afraid we cant verify it. I'm not willing to
to re-write some of them. I've gotten
trust the Russians, and I want us to have a
through legislation which took away from
verification system that we know is good.
the Secretary of E.U.D. some of the powers
When we lost Iran, we lost two of our most
which were going to be granted to him, besophisticated listening posts and the way to
cause I don't think a cabinet member should
monitor them. Now how do we monitor
them? Are we going to monitor them by
satellite completely, when it took us two
years to find out they had combat troops in
Cuba, ninety miles off our coast? I question
whether we can redly monitor them."
TJ: And you were opposed to Carter's
decision of postponing construction of the
new U.S. bomber, the B-l?
Campbell: "Yes. You know, we've had a
decline in real spending in the military, and
"We are pretty well
we are pretty well recognized as being num- recognized as being
ber two around the worid now. That's a 'number two around
tough position for us. We can't afford to be the worid now. . . .
an Avis as a worid power. No£*Thaligning We can't afford to be
Avis, but we need to try harder, just like
an Avis as a worid
they do. If well have a commitment to up- power."
grade our military spending, not any drastic
escalation, just do like the Soviets (fid.
They've had a slow, steady build up, and
well keep a slow, steady build up. Maintain
a strong force. That's the greatest deterrent
to war there is. I think that well have peace
a lot longer if we do that than if we are ever
perceived to be weak."
TJ: Do you think Carter was tough
enough in his statement to the Russians
about the supposed brigade of combat
troops in Cuba?
Campbell: "I don't think it's necessarily
have judicial powers. I've gotten several
a question of being tough or not tough. I
amendments through, and I've co-sponsored
agree with what he did. What he did not do,
a number of pieces of legislation changing
and I think he lost a great opportunity, was
tax laws. I've changed by amendment the
to let the wond know where we stood. If
designation of a town that happens to be
he'd have done exactly what he did, but
divided by county lines. It doesn't sound
when he opened his comment, said: "We will
like very much, but we had the town of
not tolerate Soviet troops in thi.- hemisGreer, which is partly in Greenville and
phere', the worid would have known where
partly in Spartanburg county. Greenville is
we stood."
counted
as an urban county under the fedTJ: What was your stand on the recent
eral programs, and is entitled to more money
Congressional pay hike, which raised your
under that. By getting an amendment
salaries by 7%?
through that counts a town which straddles
Campbell: "Actually, they voted 5.6%. I
a county line as a whole in the urban
voted against it. I voted against it for the
county, we increased by $150,000 the
sluice reason that the country has got to
amount of funds available to come in to
tighten ;ip a little bit. It's very difficult to
help with low income housing and water.
tell people that we've got to tighten up and
IVe been active in a lot of different things.
do things, when Congress is sitting there,
I dont think anything's been real great, but
raising their own salaries. We cant lead that
it's been steady."
way, and I felt that the time was not right
TJ: And you do plan to run for refor i t That's not to say that there were not
election?
members who needed the pay raise. They
Campbell: "Absolutely."
have children in college, just like everybody
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Bob Ford
this decision will serve to take
the beer out of the beer bust.
(As for Mr. Porterfield's comments in the last TJ, what can I
say? Except that we're big boys
and girls now, and we can take
responsibility for ourselves.)
Can you believe it? Rock
Hill is getting its own real,
genuine, full-blown disco. Not a
small cave with a dance floor,
like the Money, or a disco sandwich shop, like A & C Station,
but the real thing. The place is
called O'Sulllvan's. It Is located
In the Towncenter Mall in a
three-story building that used to
be
a
department store.
O'Sulllvan's will have the light
show that discos are famous
for, and a dance floor lowered
like a pit. Rock Hill's biggest
and best disco opens Friday,
Oct. 19. (I hope this place forces
the Money and A & C to quit
playing disco and turn to music
that is more compataUe with
the human ear.)
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Big-lime college
with small-town touch
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"Pot pourri

far as getting high on the booze
The planned occupation of is concerned, that pretty well
the Seabrook Nuclear Plant, dries out Jie occasion. We might
which I wrote cf in my last
it«SSSS5S83aS»S6^ column, was attempted Sunday, as well stay home (or go elseOct. 8. Instead of the planned where to party). Consider this only a couple thousand the only reason we haven t had
| 20,000,
protestors were there. They long lines and rapid running-out
managed to tear down some of beer in the last couple beer
sections of the fence surround- busts is because of many people
ing the plant before being re- bringing their own. Otherwise,
pulsed by fire hoses, tear gas the scenario will be something
You know, we've got It pretty sood. Sure, Winthrop is
and mace, and billy clubs. But like this (I know because I've
growing. Some people aren't happy about it. They chose
the "invasion" failed. The peo- seen it happen): There will be
Winthrop partly because of its small campus and intimate
ple involved blamed lack of perhaps four taps serving one or
touch. For example, what inspired my own first impulse
organization and ineffective two kinds of beer-hopefully
to check Winthrop out was a cartoon feature the adpi&iining for the disorganized not PBR-two long lines that will
missions office sent me. With animated illustrations, they
attack and the unexpectedly not run out until the beer does.
informed me that they were excited about my SAT relow numbers. A small begin- And it will, quickly. In order to
sults and anticipatedreceivingmy application.
ning. One of the leaders referred really enjoy the beer, you must
This unsolicited piece of flattery resulted in my sendto the botched affair as a trial start drinking early and fast. If
ing off an application to Winthrop, even though I intend*"!
run. Rest assured, they will be you want a quick refill, you had
to go to USC. Afterreceivinga guided tour of the campus
best remain in line as you drink
back.
during Winthrop Day for high school students, I was sold.
All through the summer before attending Winthrop, I
A word about the recent the beer you just got. And then
received literature, letters, and memos from admissions
beer bust controversy. The Din- they will run out of beer about
half-way through the afternoon.
personnel, faculty, and even students.
kins Program Board has de- 1 sincerely hope the D.P.B. will
Winthrop captured and held my attention by giving me
cided not to allow students to reconsider. Unless they get a lot
personal treatment. I didn't fee. lost in the crowd after I
carry their favorite beverage to more beer, and a lot more taps,
arrived, either. The orientation program kept me busy
any D.P.B.-sponsored bashes. As
meeting peoole and learning about college life. This year's
orientation week was just as active and involved, even g
S
WELL, S.
though there was a bigger crowd to get lost in.
/ GETZMER, \
'
IT ISN'T
We're hicky also in that even though we have a larger
f
90
You
5THU '
campus, we're lacking in the crime that usuaPy comes with
I N * HEAVILY
Turn
IT'
S
SflFE
numbers. Can you imagine what it would be like to avoid g
POPULATED
To Buiut Pi
parties because you're afraid of being shot? I know if I :£
AREA
NoCLE/JR PLAMT
were a USC student right now, I would think twice before
AMY MORE.
attending a party or even throwing one. I'm sure most of §:
IN A HEAVILY
you have heard about the USC student who is accused of
PfPowirtp
firing a pistol randomly into the crowd at a fraternity
V
AREA
/
party, killing two students and wounding five others.
Because they chose to attend a party Friday a week ago,
a senior will never see graduation, and a freshman never
will finish his first year at college. And the campus police
chief said there was no motive in the shooting.
This kind of behavior results when people feel dehumanized. When no one seems to care about you, it's Shard to care about anyone else. Winthrop's reputation as
being a sm ail-town college with people who c are is probably part of the reason why so many students arc'chooslng
us over the others. Our academic departments are improving, also, andreceivingmore attention.
Granted, USC does have'fivetimes as many enrolled as
we. We may never reach that number; then again, we might
As we grow, however, I hope we can always retain that
"small-campus" intimacy which helps so many of us feel
at home here.
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Dear JOHNSONIAN,
Although several of the Winthrop Lodge girls did remark to
me that they appreciated
Richardson Hall guys including
them in their Sunday night
campus-wide panty raid, I, as
resident director of the Lodge,
did not find it entertaining in
any sense.
Unlike other resident halls,
the Lodge does not have a
buzzer system. Our only means
of alerting residents in case of
emergency is by horn blowing,
screaming, and/or beating on
windows. This all happened Sunday night, i.e. the panty raid
was mistaken as an emergency
drill or fire. Several of the girls,
as instructed, heard the noise,
saw the Security cars, and fled
to the fences that surround the
Lodge.
It was some time before
these girls realized that Richardson guys were having a few
thrills. Not long ago, this same
system was used because of a
real fire. The method the guys
used for fun is, in fact, our

emergency
communication.
Therefore, please consider what
you're really doing next time,
guys, because somebody can get
hurt.

XXJSUtt
AMUtTOSWACE:
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WVtKWCSMt
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Sincerely,
Laura E. Brooks
Winthrop Lodge Resident
Director
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Good oP mom
Beth Tucker
Little girts are sugar and
spice and everything nice. Unfortunately, iittle girts grow up
to be mothers, and the recipe
tends to sour. Mothers are the
most loved and hated people in
the world.
Mother burns the bacon and
leaves the yolks runny, out
never fails to get you up in time
for class. She slaves over the
sewing machine to make the
new dress for that special date,
and then gives the poor fellow
the third degree. Sometimes I
think mothers would be perfect lawyers; they know what to
ask and make the witness squirm
a lot.
She knows when you're expecting a telephone call, but she

just can't keep her hand from
grabbing the phone and gossiping with the next door neighbor.
She never fails to wash clothes
the day after you discover that
you have not one clean pair of
jeans to your name. She also
knows exactly when your
money runs out, and sends a
letter and a check to help out.
And you're never lonely for
long before Mom calls just to
say hello.
However, mothers can be
the most infuriating and contradictory creatures ever created.
They drill "nice girls do this"
or "nice girls don't do this" in
your head until one day they
Finally think you got the message. Try coming home with

your shirt tail hanging out, and
see what she says. Or else go
out with the gang and don't
come home until 3:30 a.m., and
be prepared to see her wide
awake, hand ready to call out
an A.P.B.
Mothers must have an awfully guilty conscience to act
so suspicious. Or maybe it's an
insecurity. How many times
have you heard your mother
say, "Where did I go wrong?"
If you've never heard that,
then you're one in a million.
Face it, when you've finished
laughing and griping about your
mother, you have to smile.
After all, no one is as necessary
as good oF mom.

Who's really behind the scene
running Winthrop College?
Photo* and Copy
bv Tim Hartb

- . " I think the top administrators more so than the professors.
The government funds control
the college, and the administrations make sure the standards are met."
Faye Tripp-senior

College bowl tournaments
Johnson C. Smith news release
The Charlotte Area Education Consortium wants to see
inter-collegiate College Bowl
tournaments
between
area
colleges and universities.
That decision was made by
CAEC at its first meeting of the
academic year, held at Johnson
C. Smith University this week.
CAEC is made up of representatives from the 11 colleges
and universities in the Charlotte
area, and was set up about 10

years ago to promote cooperation between schools.
"I think this will be a good
way to increase contact between
institutions, Richard D." Houk,
CAEC chairman, said.
To get the idea off the
ground, the consortium appropriated $300 from its budget
to purchase College Bowl "Questions" from College Bowl, Inc.
The packages of trivia questions,
in a variety of subject areas,
will be circulated between
schools.

So far, only Davidson College
and UNCC have varsity and
intramural teams set up. However, several other schools, including Johnson C. Smith, expressed an interest m participating in the program.
In addition to Johnson C.
Smith. Davidson, and I'NCC.
other member schools include:
CPCC, Queens College, Belmont
Abbey, Barber Scotia, Winthrop
College, Wingate College, Gaston
College, and Sacred Heart.

\ y LANGSTON'S
UPTOWN ROCK HILL, S.(

"The students because they I
are the backfield."
Donnie Worthy-junior

. "I have no idea; I just got
here. Probably the school gov.fjnmcrjt."
-.,3
Barbara Deichman-freshman

CASUAL SHOES FOR MEN

"I really think it's the students. The administration is
doing a lot, but it can't do anything without the students."
Fran Stames-junior
I

COME SEE US FOR ALL
THE LATEST IN FALL CLOTHING

'There are a lot of different
people who contribute to itstudents, staff, faculty, and administration. It would really
be hard to single out one individual group of people behind the
scene, because they all contribute a lot."
Jimmy Williamson-senior
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COOL IT!
RENT A
REFRG
I ERATOR
Larger Capacity
Choice of Sizes
Immediate Service or Exchange

CALL AND RESERVE YOURS TODAY!
HALF YEAR

FULL YEAR
TO ORDER.

CALL SGA, Ext. 2179
1-5 P.M.
RENT AT PRORATED RATE
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Two photography collections showing
BY TIM HARTIS

three
nationally-recognized in the exhibition we discover
jurors: James Alinder, executive many unusual situations, which
director, Friends of Photog- are exquisitely captured in His
raphy, Carmel, Calif.; Robert lens of the camera."
Doherty, director, Eastman
The Cologne Cathedral ex
International Museum of Photo- hibition ("Domlandschaft"), a
graphy, Rochester, N.Y.; and 45-piece collection showing in
John SzarkowsM, director of the small gallery, was selected
photography for the Museum of from a 1972-1977 photographic
study of the elaborate stoneModem Art, New York City.
Lewandowski said, "The 64 work and architecture of the
works by 56 North Carolina cathedral.
photographers take us on a jourLewandowski said, "Hie
ney throughout the state. With- photographer, Winfried Kralisch,
uses his camera as an art tool.
He approaches the cathedral
examining and recording the
Blaekwell's.
architectural details which make
this cathedral among the finest
examples of church architecture."
"The two exhibitions afford
our students of photography an
opportunity, not only to dis"VWiot the public bu»i at wtioitnlt prtceil"
cover the wide range of subject

Two photography collections,
"Perspectives" and "Domlandschaft" (The Cologne Cathedral), are currently showing In
the Rutledge art galleries,
according to Edmund D. Lewandowsld, professor and chairman
of the Art Department.
"Perspectives," a 64-pitce
collection of various techniques
and visual-image trends, was
selected from 1700 entries by

* • ' " SI.
E»'t # '
. S. C.

Prion# 324-3190
S i c e Hourt
Mori,*Sat. 9 : 3 0 4 : 0 0 P.

First Quality - Ladies - Juniors - Mens - National Brand Names

REASONS WE CAN SELL NATIONAL NAME BRAND FASHIONS FOR LESSI
• NO KENT TOW'
FAMILY HUMS THE BUSINESS • DIRECT VOLUME BUYING • NO
MANAGERS. BUYERS OR BOOKKEEPERS TO RAY - FAMILY DOES THIS!

Blaekwell's Fashions 15,000 sq. f t • 100 Dressing Rooms
• PARKING FOR OVER 300 CARS
. COMt SEE US- YOU'LL BE HAPPY YOU OIO
C L O T H I N G
• 90 % TO 70% SAVINGS EVERY DAY OF THE YEARI

O U T L E T

matter that the artist has available, but also to study the wide
variety of photographic techniques."

Lewandowsld a i d the two
shows can be seen Mon.-Fri,
9:00-4:30 and Sun., 2:00-5:00
through Oct. 24.

"Mountam Doctor" by PhBip H. Morgan, Jr., Wilmington, N.C„
and Untided-tree with window by JHl Bonlske, Ashvflle, N.C.,
at photography-show. (Photo by Tim Hartis)

New outreach committee appointed
BY TIM HARTIS
housing; and Luana Dorsett,
career counselor.
A new Outreach Committee
Chairman Wells said, "The
has been chosen to coordinate Outreach Committee's major
group activities for the 1979- concern is to help students
80 school year, according to learn skills which will help them
Dr. Mary T. Littlejohn, vice to avoid problems in the
president for student affairs.
future."
The committee, appointed by
According to Wells, the comLittlejohn, consists of Dr. Wil- mittee will attempt to find the
liam H. Wells (chairman), direc- major problems on campus
tor of the Counseling Center; through communication with
Cynthia Ann Cassens, associate the students. Subcommittees
dean of students/director of consisting of responsible volun-

teers will then be formed to relate information and resources
about the problem to the students.
Littlejohn added that the
committee will pursue and topic
of interest that will help students to learn, grow, and "find
themselves."
Wells said for all interested
people, especially students, to
contact him at the Counseling
Center, in Crawford Health Center, or call 323-2233.

L00K

FREE DELIVERY TO WINTHROP
328-6394
328-5795
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SPECIAL!
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TUES.-WED.-THURS.

SPAGHETTI, INCL. TEA & GARLIC BREAD $1,50
ONE BLOCK FROM CAMPUS, ACROSS FROM OAKLAND AVE. BAPTIST CHURCH

AMERICAN SANDWICHES

HOME-MADE ITALIAN - NO FROZEN FOODS USED IN PREPARATION

^neeseDurger.... ..;•
1.00
Calf.
85
Bacon,
Tomato.1.00
Grilled Cheese.
60

A 3-MINUTE WALK.

ALL PIZZAS AND DINNERS - 50* OFF MENUPPRICE
PIZZA

Small
..1.50.
..2.50.
..2.50.
..3.00.
..2.50.
..2.50.
..2.75.
..3.50.

...

Extra
Large
Large
..2.25.. ..3.00
..3.00.. ..3.5n
..3.00.. ..3.50
..3.50.. ..4.00
..3.00.. ..3.50
..3.00.. ..3.50 SPAGHETTI AND MACCHERONI
..3.50.. ..4.00 Spaghetti with Tomato Sauce....
..4.50.. ..5.00 Spaghetti with Butter Sauce....

60

Tomato and Cheese.
FOR ALL WINTHROP COLLEGE
Pepperoni
Ground Beef
Mushrooms
AND YORK TECH STUDENTS
Italian Sausage...
Anchovies
Sausage and Peppers
.2.00
Luisti s Around The
.2.00
LUIGI'S ITALIAN SPECIALS
Spaghetti with Meat Sauce
.2.75
Veal Scaloppine
3.50 Spaghetti with Meat Balls
.2.75
.3.00
Veal A La Cacciatora
3.50 Spaghetti with Italian Sausage.
.2.00
Veal and Peppers
.3.50 Spaghetti with Garlic and Oil..
.3.25
Veal Parmigiana
3.50 Spaghetti with Mushrooms
.2.75
Veal Cutlets
2.75 Half Spaghetti and Half Ravioli
Egg Plant Parmigiana
3.00 Rigatoni
.2.75
.2.75
One-Half Chicken A La Cacciatora...
3.50 Ravioli (Meat)
One-Half Chicken Saute
3.50
Ask us about our steaks and seafood
One-Half Broiled Chicken Italian Style..3.50
Sausage and Pepper A La Cacciatora
3.50
BEER and WINE
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Students visit Greenville museums
BY TIM HARTIS
Twenty-three art history students toured two Greenville,
S.C.
museums
Thursday,
Oct 4, under the direction of
Paula Bradley, assistant professor of art histoiy.
The group, from Bradey's
Renaissance-Baroque class, Octoviewed original works of nationally famous Pennsylvanian
artist Andrew Wyeth at the
Greenville County Museum of
Art and traveled across town
to the Bob Jones University
Art Gallery and Museum where
they saw over 400 original

sacred paintings dating from
the mid 14th century.
At the Andrew Wyeth exhibition, the students saw realistic paintings, including "The
Swinger," "Rum Runner," and
"The Huntress." Along with the
Wyeth collection were art works
from several other artists like
Leonard Baskin, Jasper Johns,
and Christo.
At the Bob Jones Museum,
the class viewed a collection
spanning from the 14th Italian
Gothic
tempera,
through
Renaissance fresco and oil
paintings, to 19th century work.
Bradley said, "The Univer-

sity has an outstanding collection of Italian Renaissance art. It
includes works from the school
of Donatello, della Robbia,
. Botticelli, Perugino, Untoretti,
Titian and Veronese. The collection also includes two Peter Paul
Rubens, a Rembrandt portrait
and two Van der Weydens. I
think it is imperative for art
history students to study from
original works of art. I believe
the class gained a great deal
from the field trip, and perhaps a few students will return
on their own to study individual works in depth."

SGI

STUDENT
GOVERNMENT
ASSOCIATION
WORKING TO SERVE YOU BETTER

Sept. 26 Senate minutes
The meeting was called to order at 7:05 p.m.; devotion
was given; roll called; the minutes read and approved.
The following Day Students were sw»:n in as Senators:
Richard Smith, Doug Reynolds, Denise Bonaparte, and
Bill Burnside.
The first order of business was the first reading of Bill
1-79-80 B 'Class Officers Voting in Senate.' Discussion was
held, a vote taken, and the bill passed first reading. The buiwas referred to Rules and Regulations Committee.
The next order of business was the first reading of
Recommendation 1-79-80 RC. Discussion was held, a vote
taken, and the recommendation passed first reading. This
recommendation was referred to Student Life Committee.

SGA proposes Activities Day

Mike Brandon studying Andrew Wyeth's "The Huntress" at the Greenville County Art Mmeum.
(Photo by Tim Hartis)

Tentative plans are underway for a proposed Activities
Day to replace Classes Night formerly held at Winthrop,
according to Kathi Richardson, SGA Press Secretary. A
group of organization representatives met with Student
Government President John Hayes Sept. 25 and Oct. 10
to begin plans for Activities Day.
Activities Day will be composed of recognized Winthrop
College organizations competing against each other. Any
recognized organization may have a group to participate.
The students decided that a type of "Anything Goes"
events day will be held. Possible events include log rolls,
unicycle riding, and frisbee throwing, If the proposed"
Activities Day is held, it will be in early spring at the
Shack.
Any organization which would like to participate in
Activities Day and did not have a representative present at
either of these two meetings should contact John Hayes,
Student Government president, at the SGA office in
Dinkins Student Center. First prize winner will receive a
cash prize for their organization plus a trophy.

Cutting spra« »P for fall!
^Koom

PtRSONAl HAIRSTYIING FOR BOTH.

MON12-8
TUE-FRI930-6
SAT9-1

Call for appointment
327-6061
147 OAKLAND AVE.
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Films to be shown at Joynes
Public Affairs Release
Mark Oberihaus films the
lives of people who exist "on
the fringe."
Obenhaus will present two
films, "Nomadic lives" and
"Merc," Oct 16, at Joynes
Center for Continuing Education, as part o* the Independent American Film Makers:
Southern Circuit. Obenhaus will
be present to comment on his
work and answer questions.
The 8 p.m. program Is free
to the public.
His characters include an
itinerant striptease dancer, an
amusement park portrait artist,
and a New York City transient
who spends his days in Grand

Central Station. The films are
dramatic in form; their effect,
however, approaches the immediacy and reality of a documentary.
Obenhaus's most recent film
"Nomadic Lives," relates events
In the lives of a couple. The
woman dances in bars; the man
paints portraits in amusement
parks. They live and travel in a
mobile home as modem nomads,
without any of the romanticism
associated with the traditional
gypsy life. The hopelessness of
such impersonal lives is intensified by the wife's unfaithfulness and the husband's growing
disinterest.
"They can't agree," saysbne
reviewer of the couple, "whether

to go to Las Vegas, stay where
they are, kiss and make up, or
dean up the trailer."
Obenhaus spent months observing mobile home culture before writing and directing the
film.
In "Mere," a 1974 dramatic
film, Obenhaus observes a young
who stands motionless in
New York City's Grand Central
Station. The harder the film
maker tries to know the man,
the more elusive and enigmatic
he becomes.
"Merc" won the 1974 Grand
• prix award in ths Grenoble
International
Short
Film
Festival and first prize in the
1974 Chicago International Film
Festival.

News briefs
String quartet to perform
The Rowe String Quartit, which has performed in Europe,
Australia, South Africa and South America, wffl p«fo®i
at Winthrop College's Recital Han Tuesday, Oct. 16. The
8 p.m. performance is free to the public.
Th: quartet will play the Haydn Quartet in D njajor.
Op 20, No. 4, the Ravel Quartet in F major and the
Quartet No. 1 by Alberto Ginastera at their Winthrop
nerformance.
..
,
.„
.
The quartet Will also hold a reading session at 3 pjn. in
the Recital Hall on the day of the concert Winthrop
faculty and students will read a wide variety of literature
with the quartet. The reading session is also open to the
public, free of charge.

Myrtle Beach wins 1st challenge
J
BY KELLY GORDON

Four Myrtle Beach High
School students defeated four
Rock Hill High School contenders in the premier show of '"Hie
Winthrop Challenge," aired
October 7 at 6 pjn. on WNSC,
Channel 30 in Rock Hill.
The students answered questions on topics including literature, history, mathematics and
science. Winthrop Dean of Students Jeff Mann is the master o t
ceremonies for the program.
"We were pleased with the
first production," sale' Mann.
"The students responded well,
and the Winthrop Honors Council did a fine job also."

/w™.II
Winthrop's Honors Council
students and faculty compose
questions for the show, as well
as act as monitors during taping
of the program.
The students competing for
Rock Hill were John Gregory,
James Clute, Douglas Gebhart,
and Terri Guettier.
Myrtle Beach contestants

Caldwere Arlington Porter, Bill Ca
well, Mark Kennedy, and Dave
Brunfield.
The teams were coached by
Mary Long of Rock Hill and
Emie Estes of Myrtle Beach.
The program was created by
Winthrop College. Commercials
promoting the college are part of
the program and are used as a
rprmitinp measure.

Shoot the Piano Player
The second in a series of art films will be shown Wednesday, Oct. 24 at 8 p.m at Joynes Center for Continuing
Education at Winthrop College.
"Shoot the Piano Player" tells the story of a former
concert pianist working in a tacky Parisian cafe wno is
pushed by his girlfriend to resume his career.
Open to the public, free of charge, the filn is directed
by Francois Truffaut with Charles Aznavour.
Made in France in 1960, the film has English subtitles and runs 80 minutes.
For more information, contact Joynes Center, 1™*)
323-21%.

Disco at the Y

to waste it.

Take a trip to Africa, South America,
a planetarium, or see the 1800 live
animals, a free film and more

The Rock IfillYMCA will be giving
Disco Dance
lessons beginning Tuesday, Oct 16. Several ^ ^ s o f t h e
hustle, ballroom, and other of the latest *»nces wffl be
taught. The class will meet from 8:00-10:00 October 16November 13 at the YMCA.
.
The cost is $15 for Y members and $25 tor nonmembers. For more information, contact the YMCA at
327-2063.

ssssasrssu*

1ECHMCALftSu

PUBLISHED PRtCtS

SAW.
rNSEWl or YORK COUNTY
MOH.-FRI.-9-5 SAT, SAT. & SUN.—1-5
|MT. GALLANT RD., ROCK HILL, S.C., PHOHE: 366-411
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Sorority Round Up
dent; Sheila Mack, vice president; Card Hough, secretary;
and Janice Blake, treasurer.

BY KAREN SILLTVANT

Alpha Delta Pi
Wlnthrop's chapter of Alpha
Delta PI met Monday, October 1
at 7:00 in Dinldns to discuss the
preparation of their upcoming
national installation, according
to Marsha Hall, president.
"Alpha Delta Pi's objectives,"
said Hall, "are the mental and'
moral improvement of social eujoyments of the members and
the general welfare of those
colleges at which chapters of the
sorority are established."
Hall said that the sorority
added 12 pledges to increase
their membership to 42 sisters.
In addition to Hall, other
officers are Charie Bedford,
executive vice president; Fran
Parier, secretary; Katy Gleaton,
treasurer; Dava Caldwell, membership chairman; Carolyn Sox,
director of pledges; and Debra
Haggerty, rush chairman.

Delta Sigma Theta
Delta Sigma Theta met Sunday, September 30 to discuss
some fliture fund raising projects, according to Joan Davis,
president.
Davis said that Delta Sigma
Theta presently has 14 members and the sorority's purpose
is to be of public and community service.
Officers are Joan Davis, presi-

— Delta Zeta
Wlnthrop's chapter of Delta
Zeta met Sunday, September 30
in Din kins for a regular meeting, according to Linda Teal,
president
"Delta Zeta is based on
friendship," said Teal. "We are a
social and service sorority for
our sisters, the campus, and
the community."
In addition to working with
and training the 21 new pledges,
DZ's participate in Wlnthrop's
intramural sports and in a
scholarship
program. Delta
Zeta's total membership is 61
sisters.
Other officers are Carol Ann
Branson, vice president (rash);
Sherri Edge, vice president
(membership); Cindy Meyer,
treasurer; Rebecca Atkinson, recording secretary; and Angela
Stegall, corresponding secretary.

zation and that their motto is
"faithful until death."
The membership was raised
to 30 sisters after eight new
pledges were added in the
middle of September, said
Boney.
In addition to Boney as
president, Tri-Slg's other officers are Beth Sullivan, vice
pre«2r?ent; Laura Ann Stoudenmier, secretary; Sharon Port,
treasurer; Pam Gray, membership rush director; and Beth
McESrath, educational director.

ship to 5B.
ZTA officers are Margaret
Murphy, president; Fran Etselmeyer, vice p. "ident; Gail Martin, secretary; Vemette Williams,
treasurer; and Shan da Hipley,
membership chairman.

Zeta Tau Alpha
Zeta Tau Alpha met Sunday,
September 30 to learn new
sorority songs, according f o
president Margaret Murphy.
Murphy said the program
was led by Jean Bishop. "Zeta
Tau Alpha is a service fraternity," Murphy said. "ZTA was
chartered as a fraternity, and its

Douglas Studio

Sigma Sigma Sigma
According to Beverly Boney,
Sigma Sigma Sigma's president,
a meeting was held Monday,
October 1, at 8:00 to discuss
the initiation for the new pledge
class and future fund raising
projects.
Boney said that the Tri-Sigs
are a social and service organi-

purpose is to intensify friendship." ZTA practices open bidding, which means that they invite gWs to rush all semester
long.
Nine pledges were added this
semester to raise the member-

Tatler Photographer
Color, Gold Tone
Black & White
Placement Photos
314 Oakland Ave.
Phone: 327-2123

SAVE UP 10 $3.00
Top Artists! Ma)or Labels!

Many, Many More! Classics I n c l u d e d !
C o m * E a r l y l o r Best S e l e c t i o n .

WIM IIROP COUJftK STORK
Get Your Favorites at Big Discounts!

.. a a j d m d t
frxttpSuif
Forget anything else
you have heard!
We now offer a 10% discount to Winthrop students
anytime, Even Happy Hour!

House Drinks $1.00 Call Brands 1.25 Frozen Drinks 1.50 2-Liquor Drinks 2.50
Coma in and enjoy the best food, beverages and atmosphere
at Rock Hill's newest, most unique resturant.
Happy Hour 4-7 p.m. Monday-Saturday

10-12 p.m. Friday & Saturday
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In Concert
Oct. 18, 7 p.m.
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Vassar Clements
And
The Zass Off Boys
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Michael Murphy
Bill Monroe
Maria Mauldar
Paul McCartney
Charlie Pride
The Boston Pops
Jerry Reed

Gordon Lightfoot
Kris Kristofferson
Steve Martin
Bonnie Raitt
Linda Ronstadt
Jerry Jeff Walker
Doc Watson
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Professor of the week: Paul Martyka
Art Museum 19th Midwebtera
Invitational, the Horace Rackam Block Grant in 1978 and
Art Instructor Paul Martyka is
1979, and a graduate student
the newest full-time member of
scholarship from the UniverWlnthrop's Art Department.
sity of Michigan in 1978 and
Hailing from Detroit, Michigan,
1979.
Martyka specializes in printThis is Martyka's first fullmaking and earned his Bachelor
time teaching Job. He has taken
of Fine Arts degree from Wayne
an internship in teaching and
State University in Detroit. He
was a staff assistant, substitutwill soon complete his Master of
ing at the University of MichiFine Arts degree from the Unigan. "I also worked as a master
versity of Michigan in Ann
printer at a workshop in MichiArbor.
gan," he said, "so I've had a Jot
Martyka, a first year instrucMartyka believes that stu- of dealings with other artists.
tor at Winthrop, is teaching dents can improve scholastically
classes in two-dimensional de- and individually by "taking a
sign, drawing, and printmaking. look at what's available as far as
Aside from his interest in
He said he plans to "expose the courses . . . . and by utilizing art, Martyka has a rather unusual
students to as much art and as the facilities." He named Dacus hobby: he raises exotic birds.
many art techniques as possible library as one of Winthrop's To name a few, he has two
. . . . to show them what is going most useful facilities. Martyka finches, one amazon parrot,
on in the art world today . . . . said that to become more one macaw, and eight to ten
And possibly to show them "well-rounded"
individuals, peach-faced lovebirds. Unfortuwhat they can do in the art "students should involve them- nately, though, his pets are still
selves politically, and they in Michigan.
worid."
As an example of his exer- should not neglect their social
Martyka also expressed an
tions, Martyka has taken art lives."
interest in geology and archestudents to The Mint, which is
ology. But his main concern is
an art museum in Charlotte.
art, and his goal, Martyka said,
Martyka believes that such field
In reference to Winthrop 'Is to establish myself as an
trips help to inspire the students.
artist in my own right."
He said that "seeing art in its itself, Martyka said, "This school
actual size is very important, has a lot of potential. There is
Martyka said that he heard
because it is much more im-' very little politics here as com- of a job opening at Winthrop
pressive than the pictures of art- pared to other places I've seen through a series of contacts
work that you find in a text- . . . . There is such a wide while he was living in Michirange of personalities and atti- gan. He is currently working
book."
Martyka said that he plans tudes; it's a melting pot."
Some of the honors Martyka here under a temporary con"to take an active role in Wintract, and this is his first visit
throp's art gallery," and hopes can credit to his name include to the Southeast. Martyka's wife
that a larger audience will be several purchase awards from art and seven year old daughter
attracted to future gallery shows and exhibitions, a third still reside in Michigan.
shows. He especially hopes that award medal from the Plains
faculty members will visit the
gallery more frequently.
Martyka said that what he
finds most difficult about teaching is "working cm a teaching
schedule or program and being
flexible enough to intermix it
with other things." He also said
that "keeping the students motivated" is a major concern of
his, 'but that varies from
course to course and from class
to class each semester."

BY LORI RIDGE

Paul Martyka (Photo by Tim Hartis)
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'S Wonderful, 'S Gershwin

Archive presentation
Public Affairs Release

Public Affairs Release

I

Old family papers and photographs, club records and even old
love letters have historical significance.
A new slide-tape presentation of the Winthrop College
Archives explains why those items are important and what an
archives collection can do with them.
The 12-minute presentation, which uses two slide projectors
and a cassette tape player, includes letters, newspaper clippings,
photographs, oral history tapes and other records to explain
historical preservation. The presentation features the three
primary collections of the Win.hrop Archives-the Catawba Region women, and Wlnthrop-but also mentions material In the
archives concerning the Civil War and the careers of notable
South Carolinians including U.S. Sen. Strom Thurmond.
For more information or to request the slide-tape presentation contact die Winthrop Archives, Dacus library, Winthrop
College, Rock Hill, S.C. 29733; phone (803) 323-2131.

Gershwin s romantic and I
dramatic show tunes from I
"Porgy and Bess" will bring a I
flavor of the 01dK South to I
Byrnes Auditorium on the
Winthrop College campus at 8
pjn., Oct. 18.
The performance, opening
the 1979-80 Fine Arts Associa- |
tion Series, will feature Jack and j
Sally Jenkins interpreting die
dynamic sounds of George
Gershwin.
From 'It Ain't Necessarily
So" and "I Got Plenty of
Nothin" to "111 Build a Stairway to Paradise," Gershwin's
Broadway tunes make popular
music palatable even to classical music lovers.
Much of the exuberance and
vitality of Gershwin's music was
absorbed from the streets of
New York's Lower East Side
where he was bom of Russian
immigrant parents in 1898.
After years of apprenticeship
in the commercial music mill,
Tin Pan Alley, he created a
body of serious work considered to be the "American folk
music" of die early 20th century.
In 'S Wonderful, 'S Gershwin, Jack and Sally Jenkins
portray the excitement of Gershwin's best hits. With oser 12
years of professional vocal
study, they have voices of unusual range, power and brilliance
necessary to interpret the dynamic George Gershwin music
and the sensitive Ira Gershwin
lyrics.
The Fine Arts Association
Series is a joint venture of the
Rock Hill Fine Arts Association
and Winthrop College.

Library display

ROCK HILL'S
NEWEST FEELING

Graduates
BECOME A LAWYER'S ASSISTANT.
• Program approved by A.nerican Bar Association.

Please send me information about a career as a lawyer :
assistant.

Name

—

Address
S,a

City
phone—

"

r-

»—_r_

CoMege
Y.. Grac!

—

SPRING DAY

• SUMMER OAY
June 12 • Sept. 9

•SPRING EVE
Mircfi 18 - Sept. 20

:

—
CIFAU. DAY
S#.tt-D«.M

DFAU EVE
0ct.21-M«y9

THE NATIONAL CENTER FOR
PARALEGAL TRAINING
L

3376 Peachtree Rd., NE
Atlanta, Ga. 30326
404/266-1060

O'SULLIVAN'S
RESTAURANT
AND DISCO
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Soccer team destroys P.C.; edges Wofford
BY DAVID JACKSON
Coach Jim Casada's Winthrop
Eagle soccer team won two,
lost one, and tied one during
four matches played over the
past several weeks.
The hooters defeated Presbyterian 84) and Wofford 1-0
(goalie Bob Bo wen's second
and third shutouts of the
season). However, they lost to
Central Wesleyan 2-1 and tied
Baptist College 2-2.
These results bring the Eagle
record to 5-3-1. They are now
3-1 in matches involving district opponents.
On September 25, Winthrop
won another laugher as they
crushed Presbyterian College in
Clinton 84). Every Eagle got into
the match, with substitutes
playing most of the way.
Goals were scored by Frankie
Griffin (who had two), Reynold
Danesi, Alex Almauger, Peter
Fell, Carlos Gonzalez, Keith
Botvinik, and Kevin Barlow.
Assists were registered by Peter
Feil, Tim Peay, Scott Zierold,
and Roger Hovis. Winthrop outshot the Blue Hose 43-8.
The next Saturday, September 29, the Eagles had it a little
bit tougher as they were tied
2-2 by Baptist. The game was
played in Charleston during a
driving rain storm which Casada
felt influenced the match's outcome: "On a dry field, we

would have been superior."
We jumped out to a 2-0 lead
during the first 24 minutes on
goals by Frankie Griffin (off of
a penalty kick) and Peter Fell,
who was assisted by Griffin.
Baptist then scored later in
the first half, and tied the
match with less than a minute
to go in regulation. Neither
team could score during overtime. Winthrop had outshot
Baptist 17-8, but it was not
The Eagles rebounded from
this disappointment to score a
very s* isfying 1-0 win over
WofTord on October 2. The
game had special meaning for
the team, as it had been selected the Southern "Game of
the Week" by the Intercollegiate Soccer Association of
America (ISAA) magazine.
Going into the match, Wofford was rated 14th in the
South, while the Eagles were
15th. Winthrop outshot the
Terriers 20-11 and scored the
game's only goal when Frankie
Griffin knocked in a penalty
kick with 13:42 remaining in
the first half. Griffin was rewarded with the ISAA player of the
match award for his efforts.
The turning point of (he
match came in the second half
of the match when Wofford
missed a penalty shot of its
own.
This game also featured an

outstanding performance by
sophomore goalie Bob Bowen.
Flaying in front of his parents,
who came up all the way from
Hlaleah, Florida, Bowen had
eight saves and, according to
Casada, "controlled the penalty
area like it was his own."
Unfortunately, the soccer
team's celebration lasted only
one day. On October 3, they
were beaten 2-1 by a fine
Central Wesleyan team. Even
though the Eagles outshot the
Warriors 21-12, they weren't
accurate enough to put those
shots into the net.
All three of the game's goals
were scored in the first half,
Winthrop's coming at the 19:18
mark on a shot by Carlos Gonzalez with a Tom Haxton assist.
But Central Wesleyai got two
goals out of Clemson cast-off
Innocent Nwankwo to claim
the victory.
"We had a number of good
scoring opportunities," said Casada, "but our shots were either
wide or high."
The Central Wesleyan was a
particularly painful one in that
senior back (and team cocaptain) Luis Gonzalez seriously
injured himself during the first
half. There is a possibility that
he may miss the remainder of
the season.
Next week, The Johnsonian
will report on the soccer team's
games against UNC-Chariotte

against Wofford in Spartanburg
and Francis Marion.
This week the Eagles have on Thursday, October 18, at 8
three games. They will travel p.m. Hie Eagles return home on
to Coastal Carolina on Tues- Saturday, October 20, to host
day, October 16, for a 3:30 the College of Charleston at 2
match. They play a night game p.m.

Soccer midfielder Wwt Jenkins attempts to move the ball up
against the Central Wesleyan defense. The soccer team is
currently 5-3-1 for the season. (Photo by A.P. Copley)

SUPPORT WiNTHROP COLLEGES
' ATHLETIC TEAMS

\ f

JOIN THE EAGLE CLUB
STUDENT MEMBERSHIP-$25.00

*TICKETS IN ADVANCE TO ALL 14 HOME BASKETBALL GAMES
*NEWSLETTERS AND BROCHURES FOR ALL SPORTS *EAGLE CLUB
DECALS *INVITATION TO EAGLE CLUB SPECIAL EVENTS
1979-80 BASKETBALL TICKET POLICY:
This year many of the basketball games will be doubleheaders featuring the Eagles' men's
and women's teams. Winthrop students can pick up a ticket for any game (except for Eagle
Club Do'ibleheader, November 23-24) by presenting their identification and activity cards
to the At hletic Department (first floor of Crawford Health Center) the day before or the
morning of the game. Tickets will be issued on a first-come, first-serve basis. Activity
cards are available at the Athletic Department. Students may purchase a date ticket for $2
General admission ($3) and reserved seats ($4) will be available at the door of Sullivan
Junior High the night of the game.
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Volleyball 6-0, Field Hockey 3-4
BY DAVID JACKSON
The Winthrop Volleyball
team, under first year head
coach Elaine Mozingo, is off to
a sensational start as they have
won their first six matches.
The Eagle volleyballers opened up their season on September 24 when they swept a trimatch from Eas. Tennessee
State and host UNC-Chartotte.
Winthrop played East Tennessee State first and beat them
15-8 and 15-10 as they exploited
their opponent's lack of team
Play.
In the second match of the
night, Winthrop played equally
well in beating a vastly improved UNC-Charlotte
team
16-14 and 15-9.
Winthrop picked up wins
three and four over Elon and
High Point in a tri-match played at Elon on September 25.
Winthrop played Elon first,
and rolled to an easy 15-8,
15-9 win over the host Crusaders.
Maybe that win was too
easy, because Winthrop had
trouble in the second match
with a sLDng High Point team.
In fact, Winthrop dropped its
first game of the season, but
rallied to capture the match
12-15,15-11,15-9.
"We did not play well until
the second game," said Mozingo. "We were not hitting
well and had to rely on our
defense."
Winthrop played its first

home tri-match of the year on
September 25 as they defeated
Coastal Carolina and Benedict.
As with High Point, Winthrop had its problems with
Coastal Carolina. In fact, they
lost the second game, but won
games one and three to claim a
15-9, 12-15, 15-5 match victory over the Chants.
Following this close call
against Coastal Carolina, the
volleyballers blew away hapless
Benedict 15-3,15-3.
This week, the Eagles will
participate in the East Carolina
tournament at Greenville, N.C.
or October 12 and 13. They
have a home tri-match against
the College of Chaileston and
Western Carolina on October 22
at 6 p.m. in Peabody Gym.
Meanwhile, the Winthrop
Eagle field hockey
team
bounced back from a rough
opening week to win three out
of their last four matches.
Coach Ann Ellerbe's team
defeated Averett, Converse, and
the South Carolina Club team
all by the scores of 1-0. The
past two weeks have only been
marred by a 5-0 defeat at the
hands of Pfeiffer.
Hie field hockey record is
now 34.
Winthrop notched their first
win on September 29 when they
traveled to Danville, Virginia
and defeated Averett College
by a score of 4-2.
Trailing by a goal, Evelyn
Ryan tied the match at one

with a goal 15 minutes into
the first half.
After allowing another goal
by Averett, Stella Oliver tied
the score at two apiece with a
goal at the 31 minute mark of
the half.
Winthrop broke open the
game in the second half by
getting scores from Chris Sherman and Jane Potansky, while
goalie Lisa Ward shut out the
opponents.
On Oct. 2, the field hockey
team suffered their worst loss of
the season as they dropped a
5-0 decision to Pfeiffer in
Misenheimer, North Carolina.
Pfeiffer simply overwhelmed
the Eagles, outshooting them
35-4 on regular shots and 30-7
on penalty shots.
However, the Eagles snapped
back on Oct. 6 to score two
victories in the Sportsday competition at Spartanburg. They
beat both the University of
South Carolina Club team and
Converse College by identical
scores of 1-0. No specific information could be obtained on
these games, so they will be
reported on next week.
This week, Ann Ellerbe's
field hockey team will play
games against Clemson, here at
Winthrop on Tuesday, Ortooer
16, at 4 p.m.; and UNC-Greensboro, also a home match, scheduled for 4 pjn. on Friday,

October 19.

DISCOUNT

Textile Mill
^ Outlet ^
WIDE VARIETY OF 1ST QUALITY
AND IMPERFECT MACHINE
WASHABLE BLANKETS.

STADIUM
BLANKET

EACH
4.95 VALUE

SOLID COLORED
BLANKET

72"x 90"
EACH
a95 VALUE
DAVE LYLE BLVD. AT WHITE STREET
PHONE 328-2909
HOURS: MONDAY-SATURDAY 9:00 TO 5:30 P.M.
USE OUR "FREE" LAY-A-WAY PLAN

PRINTED
BLANKET

72"x 90"
EACH
9.95 VALUE

It has now been two years and one month since the new order
took over the athletic department here at Winthrop.
That "new order" was represented by the six-foot, six-inch
figure of Nield Gordon, who left behind a successful basketball
program at Newberry College to restructure an entire athletic
program.
Obviously, a lot of changes have taken place since Gordon
arrived here in September of 1977, some of them welcome and
others not-so-welcome. In the next few months, The Johnsonian
will be discussing some of these changes, beginning with the one
which Gordon feels is the biggest: the hiring of people whose
job6 are devoted exclusively to Winthrop intercollegiate athletics.
"When I came here, the athletic department had only one
part-time administrator, Mary Rowland Griffin, and one part-time
secretary," said Gordon during a recent interview. "All the
coaches were part-time people who taught in addition to coaching.
"Now there are five full-time people in the department along
with two full-time secretaries and only three part-time coaches."
The four full-timers in addition to Gordon are trainer Joe
Kinney, who also came over in September of 1977; Assistant
Athletic Director and baseball Coach Horace Turbeville, who
arrived at Winthrop last year; Assistant Athletic Director
and women s basketball and field hockey coach Ann Ellerbe;
and women's volleyball, Softball, and assistant basketball coach
Elaine Mozingo. Both Ellerbe and Mozingo assumed their
-new duties last month.
Janice Whisonant and Emily Mitchell probably have the hardest jobs in the entire department-they are the two full-time
secretaries who handle the massive paperwork involved.
Only three coaches serve Winthrop athletics in a part-time
capacity. Soccer coach Jim Casada and women's tennis coach
Ann Chambers both teach in addition to their athletic duties,
while new men's tennis coach Gerald Hendrick also serves as
residence director for Richardson Hall.
In addition to all of these people, Gordon has also hired Andy
Solomon, who has served as Sports Information Director since
June of 1978. Although Solomon officially works out of the
Public Affairs Office, he must nonetheless be considered a part
of the athletic department.
There is also Skip Goley, whom Gordon hired two years ago
to serve as graduate assistant coach for the men's basketball
team. This year, Goley will serve as athletic academic adviser,
as well as assisting with the basketball team.
As far as future expansion of the Winthrop athletic department is concerned, Gordon has only one additional position in
mind. "The next person to be hired would be a full-time men's
assistant basketball coach who would also serve as a full-time
recruiter for all sports. We will stand put on the size of the staff
after this." Gordon added that this new job was still in the discussion stage, thus the time at which this person will be hired is
still undecided.
This enlargement of athletic personnel represents the new
change of attitude regarding Winthrop and intercollegiate athletics. Sports are now big business here at Winthrop and make up
an important part of the college's administration. To this end,
there are now people being hired who devote all of their time
exclusively to Winthrop's intercollegiate athletic teams.
Some feel that this is a good idea, while others are not so
sure. The reason behind the added emphasis to intercollegiate
athletics Is an attempt to attract more male students to Winthrop. So far, as enrollment figures will no doubt show, this
attempt has been successful.
There seems to have been an interesting side effect to this upswing of Winthrop athletics. Up until the appearance of men's
sports teams In local newspapers, many people (particularly
older ones) around the state were not aware of the fact that
Winthrop had gone co-educational. Now the message has bees
firmly established.
The real danger with regard to this situation is, of course,
the placing of an over-emphasis of athletics-particulariy
at the expense of Winthrop academics.
Indeed, expense seems to be the key here. Many people
think that the Athletic Department is spending money which
could be used to upgrade campus educational facilities.
Next week, The Johnsonian will examine how the Gordon
athletic department gets, handles, and spends its money, particularly with consideration for scholarships and over-all budgets.
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JEANETTE

SHEILA

FALL CONCERT
OCTOBER 26

"AN EVENING OF LOVE"

THE EMOTIONS
and TIME SQUARE
OCTOBER 26, 8 P.M., BYRNES AUDITORIUM
ADMISSION: 14 with WC I.D., $6 Public
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DSU HAPPENINGS
Bliss and Kahle
come to McBryde

DATE- October 19
PLACE- Tillman Aud.
TIME 9:15
ADMISSION:
50( WCID, $1 guests
CPR sh ort course
Short Courses Is offering a
class In Cardio Pulmonary Resuscitation (CPR) on October
20 in Din kins Auditorium. "The
class will last from 9-5 and will
be taught by a member of
the American National Red
Cross," according to Amy
Nichols, Short Courses chairperson. "There is a $4 fee
which covers the coat of supplies
and workbooks. Persons completing the course wfll receive
Red Cross certification." Students can sign up for the course
at the Dinkins Desk. There is
also a list of other short courses
available, so students can sign
up for these now.
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Mr. Bffl,"the clay-figure favorite of Saturday Night live
fame wfll visit Winthrop the week of October 15-21,
according to Ronnie Laffitte, DSU president. The video
tape can be seen in Dinkins anytime. Students Med only
ask Helping Hands at the Dinkins Desk to start the * o w .
Mr. Bill's friend Sluggo will also be on hand to assist.
"He's not my friend. He's pushing me into the tape
machine. Oh nooo . . . "
__
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On October 16, DSU presents two outstanding performers Chris Bliss and Nina Kahle. A wine and cheese dinner
wili be served during the 8 o'dock concert. According to
Ronnie Laffitte, DSU president, toe show will be held in
McBryde Cafeteria, creating "a supper dub atmosphere.
Cheese and Cokes are free, and the wine wfll be sold by
the glass or bottle. Since there is no charge for admission,
this is one show you won't want to miss."
Chris Bliss performs "Music for Your Eyes, juggling to
recorded music. A stand-up comedian and musical juggler,
Bliss has performed on college campuses throughout the
country, induding several in South Carolina. He has also
appeared on "The Midnight Spedal" and was the opening
act for concerts by many artists induding Todd Rundgren,
Elvin Bishop, and Emmylou Harris. Bliss's jwrformers Ihave
been called "juggling interpretation of music, R « * n
Roll juggling," and "psychedelic juggling.
He usesspecially designed lighting and effects, music, and his gift
of higgling to create a show beyond compare.
Nina Kahle, a talented folk singer, pianist, comedienne,
and composer, enjoys performing. She has appeared ^
dubs and colleges throughout the country. Hardly just
anothei Raihskellar performer, Kahle wraps herself up in
each song relating their origins and inspirations before
each number Kahle accompanies herself on piano and
dulcimer, combining powerful musical talent of both
voice and instrument.

name
CHERRY ROAD AUTO PARTS, INC.
SB
366-3105 m
1453 CHERRY RD.
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10% discount to Winthrop students & employees wltfc WC I.D.
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"The inherent virtue of socialismis the equal sharing of miseries; taj
the inherent vice of capitalism
is the unequal sharing of Budweiser."
—Winston A. Churchill

Misquoted without permission by Anheuser-Busch, Inc., St. Louis
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